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Please Get Your Registrations in the Mail
of ale if you wish. After lunch we will
The registration deadline of AUGUST
visit the Railroad Museum where you can
16 for the 2013 Orion reunion is quickly
climb aboard and ring the bell on the
approaching. For those of you who still
steam locomotive. The hotel is within
haven’t mailed your registration, we urge
walking distance of the shops and sightyou to do so as soon as possible. You
seeing along the riverfront. Right across
don’t want to miss all the events we have
from the hotel is “The Cotton Exchange”
planned for you.
with several shops and restaurants.
Thanks to Facebook and an announceTuesday, September 24 — We will
ment in the American Legion magazine,
board the bus for a 30-minute trip to Fort
we have had a number of inquiries from
Harold and Fran Wright
Fisher State Historic Site, (a Civil War
shipmates who have never attended a reBattlefield). The next stop will be the
union.
Reunion Hosts
North Carolina Aquarium featuring
We realize that The Riverside Hilton
sharks, stingrays, seahorses, sea turtles, and other exotic
may cost more than we have paid per night in the past, but
fish. From there we will board the Fort Fisher Ferry for a
you will be within walking distance of all the shops, res30-minute scenic trip across the Cape Fear River to
taurants and other points of interest.
Southport for lunch at the Fishy, Fishy Café. And to top
Trolley transportation is provided for your convenoff the afternoon, we will travel to Oak Island Lighthouse
ience as well. We think everyone will have a fabulous
for a guided tour. You may climb to the top if you feel
time with everything at your fingertips; the only regret
energetic or just want to burn those calories you had for
you may have is not having enough time to see and do all
lunch. After our trip to the lighthouse, we will come back
the things that are available.
to the hotel to revamp and then walk the short distance to
For those of you driving in, we regret there will be a
board the Henrietta III for a cruise in the Cape Fear wadaily parking fee. The parking lots/garages are either run
ters while enjoying a Southern buffet. If you have diffiby private agencies or the City of Wilmington.
culty walking, arrangements will be made to get you to
Following is a recap of the activities planned. They
each event.
were listed in the April 2013 issue of the Scuttlebutt.
Wednesday, September 25 — we will take the bus to
Monday, September 23 — 9:00 a.m. we will board
the Battleship North Carolina (visible from the hotel) for
the trolley for a tour of historic Wilmington and a guided
tour of the Bellamy Mansion Museum, circa 1861. Lunch
will be at the Front Street Brewery. You can enjoy a glass
See REUNION on Page 20

Split-the-Pot Drawing

Signed Up for Reunion

There are ten tickets enclosed
with the Scuttlebutt. Each ticket
represents a $1.00 donation. If
you want to participate, fill out the
ticket stubs and return them in the
envelope addressed to:
Harold Wright
with check made out to
Orion Reunion 2013
At the banquet, two tickets will
be drawn and the pot will be split
50% for OVHO and 25% each for
the two winners.
Last year two winners received
$527.00 each.
Need Not Be Present to Win
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On Saturday, May 18, we were honored to attend a memorial service for
Dave Peckinpaugh at the Mansfield Park
in his hometown of Muncie, IN.
It was a beautiful celebration of a life
well lived by a man who was much
loved. It was obvious from the family,
friends and co-workers in attendance that
he was a large part of their everyday
lives. Without hesitation, he was always
Tom and Lorraine Pieper
available to lend a helping hand or a shoulder to lean on.
Stories were told beginning in his earliest years of memories shared with his
parents and six siblings, especially his identical twin brother, Danny, continuing into his teen years, Navy time, marriage, children, grandkids and greatgrandchildren. The latter continue to remind Mary of his famous knock-knock
jokes and how he managed to mix up and fracture the names of their current
favorite cartoon characters!
The service concluded with a wonderful video highlighting the life and
times of a remarkable, simple, unassuming man who knew and practiced what
really matters when all is said and done. We hope to be able to play it during
this year’s reunion.
As members of OVHO, we have always known of his dedication and now
appreciate how it extended to everyone he knew. It was also a reminder to us
that we shouldn’t hesitate to let people know, while they are still here with us,
how much they mean to us and that we are grateful to them for all they do.
Rest in peace, Good and Faithful Servant. — The Piepers
NOTE: Reunion site for 2014 is Long Beach, CA, hosted by Wes Compton
Reunion site for 2015 is Dallas, TX, hosted by Ted Swenson
I need input regarding the location of future reunions. Please call: (513) 7383499 with your ideas or e-mail ttp@fuse.net — Tom Pieper

Please Review Your Information
AHOY SHIPMATES!!!
The reunion is fast approaching.
I need your help. At last year’s reunion the membership
voted to change our accounting fiscal year to align with the
calendar year. This change also aids in filing our organization’s annual tax return. Our organization is classified as a
“non-profit social club.”
It also means our membership year has changed and currently runs from January 1 – December 31.
This issue of the Scuttlebutt contains an insert with the
information we have for you in our databases. Please take a
John Bellis
minute to review this information, make the necessary cor- Secretary-Treasurer
rections (especially e-mail address updates), enclose a
check for dues, and return in the provided envelope.
Please return the form even if everything is correct — just mark it OK.
As you may recall, dues are only $10 per year and provide funds for the publication and distribution of the Scuttlebutt as well as a “grubstake” for the annual reunions. In recent years, the membership has approved the distribution of
monies to charitable organizations. These monies were available due to your
participation in the annual reunions!
PLEASE take a minute to review and confirm/update your contact information. It is our only means of keeping you informed, and possibly aid you in
connecting with an “ole shipmate.” See y’all in Wilmington!
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Encouragement
Life is full of challenges. Some
are of our own making. Some are
thrust on us. When people are young,
they often create their own challenges. The more adventuresome attempt
what seems to most of us to be the
impossible.
Such is the case with my older
son, Chris. He’s 40 years old and a
few years ago he began running the
Iron Man triathlons. That is when you
David Rodes
race through three events — a 2.4
Honorary Chaplain
mile swim, a 112-mile bike ride and
finish it off with a 26.2 mile run. I get exhausted thinking
about it! Last year he ran the White River 50 —that’s 50
miles in mountainous terrain. He finished in 9 hours and
39 minutes.
On August 16th he runs the Leadville 100. Yep, you
guessed it — a 100-mile race in the mountains around
Leadville, CO, above 10,000 feet elevation. He hopes to
finish in 24 hours . . . straight through the night, continuous running. I don’t even know how a body can do that!
But then there are those challenges that are thrust on
us: Sickness, financial problems, family tension and disappointment, deep hurts, grief, physical and emotional
breakdowns. Those things are hard. They feel impossible.

As far as we are concerned, any of those things can be our
100-miler.
At one point in his life, David (the one who wrote
many of the Psalms of the Bible) was being pursued by
his enemies. He felt that death had a grip on him, and he
cried out to the Lord.
He wrote: “God reached down from on high and took
hold of me; he drew me out of deep waters. He rescued
me from my powerful enemy, from my foes, who were
too strong for me.” Psalm 18.16-17
Sometimes you just have to stop and pray. Sometimes
you just have to look for God’s help. Sometimes you just
have to stop trying to be so independent and trust the love
and strength of God to get you through. It always benefits
to ask God to help you deeply trust him. Only in his
strength can you keep going.
My son, Chris, loved his grandpa deeply. When Dusty
was lying in the hospital during the two days between his
stroke and his death in 2011, Chris took a picture of the
navy tattoo (a bit blurred with age) that was on his grandpa’s right forearm.
He had it tattooed on his own arm with the insertion of
Dusty’s own famous line, “Straight Ahead.” We know
that ‘straight ahead’ can only happen by the power of Jesus Christ. Life can be hard, but God is with us to love us
through it all.

Taps
Stanley A. Stemp
1943-45,

Stanley Stemp passed away peacefully on May 17, 2013, just 9 days
after his 89th birthday. He was born
on May 8th, 1924 in Tacoma to Walter and Elizabeth Stemp. His long, full
life was truly a miracle considering he
entered the world at only a pound and
a half.
After growing up on the family
raspberry farm on River Road in
Puyallup, he graduated from Puyallup
High School in 1942. That same year he joined the Navy
and proudly served on the USS Orion until the end of
World War II.
He is survived by his loving wife Barbara whom he
was married to for 66 years; his three children, Dr. Larry
Stemp, Steven (Jan) Stemp, Elizabeth (Jeff) Hayford; 7
grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren; sisters, Leona
Caldwell and Marlene Allison and brother, Gene Stemp.
As the patriarch of 4 generations, Stan was so proud of
his family. His grandkids were his number one priority in
his retirement years. Stan and Barb never missed a ball
game, recital or concert. He particularly loved the holi-

days when family and friends would come together and
he would lead them in traditional Polish holiday customs.
Stan spent over 30 years tracing the family genealogy
and collected thousands of documents about his lineage.
Stan "The Man" had a rich, full life. Stan and Barb loved
to go dancing and did so as long as they could. Music was
one of his many loves. He played the accordion and
formed a band during the war playing for his shipmates
on the Orion. After the war "Stan Stemp and the Polka
Dots" played at many weddings and celebrations around
Washington State. Stan was an amazing artist, from oil
painting to sculpture to his many ribbons from the
Puyallup Fair for wood carving. Stan worked for Sears
and Roebuck in Tacoma for 37 years where he was one of
the top 10 salesmen in the country in 1977.
Stan was a proud Navy man and continued to communicate with his navy buddies throughout his life with
yearly reunions. Stan had a wonderful life and will be
greatly missed by all

Paul J. McCracken
1951-52, ET3, Repair Div.

My father, Paul J. McCracken passed away on November 28, 2012. He spoke fondly of his time aboard USS
Orion and USS Cascade. — Neal McCracken
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
Shake and Bake
I reported to the Orion in October of 1972 as an HT3.
They referred to me as a "shake and bake” because I actually extended my enlistment for two years after graduating from HT "A" school as a 3rd Class P.O.
I was assigned to the Weld Shop of R-1 Division as a
certified pressure hull/pressure plate welder. I made
friends with another welder by the name of Gary Johnson.
At noon time when in port in Charleston, the two of us
would leave the ship and walk along the shoreline by Pier
November looking for fossilized sharks teeth and antique
bottles.
I did find a few bottles and quite a few teeth. There
was one bottle, in particular, that Gary said would have
been worth around $75.00 if it didn't have a crack in it. I
believe it was a Dr. Hostettler's bottle.
One day Gary found a large piece of driftwood. He
was very talented at turning lengths of welding cable into
tree shapes by twisting the strands of copper wire. When
he was finished with that piece of wood and the little trees
and things he put on it there were offers of money for this
very nice piece of artwork. I have had a few email contacts with Gary. He lives in Arizona.
Another welder I was friends with was Pat Waddel.
He was from Carmel, CA, and he was quite funny. Pat
had aspirations of building a hang glider. I don't remember the year or month, but we were at sea and the crew
was not allowed to bathe for a little over a week because
the evaporators had gone down; no fresh water was being
made.

We were on the deck outside the weld shop prior to
muster one gorgeous, sunny morning with awesome blue
water, when the Chief came out to talk to us. Pat had been
bugging the Chief the last few days about having “swim
call” and this morning was no different.
Pat hit the Chief up again for “swim call” and the
Chief responded, "Yeah, Pat, go ahead." In a split second
Pat had his boots off and was handing off his wallet and
off the ship he dove! We were all dumbfounded, but the
Chief had such a look of disbelief — it was downright
comical.
Well, of course, we called in a "man overboard" and it
was some time before Pat was back onboard. He actually
crawled up the cargo net because he got tired of waiting
for the small boat to pick him up.
Pat went to Captain's Mast on a charge of "missing
ship's movement" and was fined $100.00. The Chief received a letter of reprimand in his personal file. It was the
highlight of that cruise! — Gary L. Fernstrum, 1972-76,
HT2, R-1 Weld Shop & Sheet Metal Shop

A Lesson in Trust
After graduating Electricians Mate School, I reported
as ordered to USS Orion in 1976. Upon arrival I was assigned to R3 Division and quickly introduced to electrical
work down on the nuclear boats which Orion serviced. I
loved putting my new skills to work and was fascinated
by the systems on the subs. My euphoria came to an abrupt end when my “number came up” for the required
tour of mess cranking—3 months of scullery duty!
The mess deck was hard work at all kinds of crazy
hours and forget liberty; you were just too tired after work
to think of anything but a shower and your rack. Our
Mess Deck MAA was tough but he would cut you a break
now and then, so I came to trust him. Now comes my lesson in “trust.”
While we were underway and cleaning the scullery
following afternoon chow, the MAA came up to me and
said if we finished early, he would let us go to “swim
call.” It was taking place on the helo deck, but we had to
be there in cutoff dungarees, shower shoes, and no shirt. I
worked my tail off at the thought of diving into that beautiful blue water and was rewarded by being told to report
to swim call.
I raced to my rack, sliced up a pair of dungarees,
donned my shower shoes and went racing out of the
berthing area. I made it as far as the Machine Shop when
a Chief grabbed me, and under my protest, escorted me
back to the Mess Deck, where the MAA and the rest of
the group were laughing their butts off at me!! At that
moment and still to this day, I laugh as well, for being so
gullible!
I finished my tour of “Mess Cranking” and returned to
R3 and worked on the boats a little bit wiser. I always
looked at Mess Deck Master at Arms with a bit of a
crooked eye after that! — Joe Dugan, 1976-79, EM3
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
True Shipmates

A few of the events that occurred during my tenure on
board:

In March, 1970, when my tour in Viet Nam was completed, I received orders to the USS Gilmore (AS-16) in
Charleston, SC., as a BM1. I was attending diving school
in San Diego before checking aboard the ship. While in
school, the Gilmore relocated to Florida and the Orion
replaced her in Charleston. I didn't have any desire to go
to ’gator country so I got my orders changed to Orion (AS
-18).
I arrived in Charleston in July and the Orion wasn't
due there until November. I was assigned to the Base
Chief MAA while waiting for Orion to arrive.
I checked aboard in November and was assigned to 1st
Division as LPO. The ship was tied up to Pier "N" at
Charleston Naval Station and our mission was to support
Squadron 4 fast attack boats, consisting of both nuclear
and diesel boats.
The Navy was changing. Beards were authorized and
grooming standards were modified. New style dungaree
uniforms were introduced. The Chief/Officer dress blue
uniform was authorized for 1st Class POs. Civilian
clothes were authorized onboard for First Class and below. Dungarees could be worn to and from work ONLY.
It was an interesting time to be in the Navy.
My two-year tour stretched to 55 months. I moved to
2nd division as LPO. We maintained all the ship’s boats,
cranes and transferred all weapons to and from the subs. I
later was assigned as administrative assistant for the First
Lieutenant.

* We overhauled the ship in Charleston Shipyard in
1972.
* In 1973 we took the ship to Gitmo for underway refresher training, where you learn to function as a ship
again. The ship received fuel while underway.
* Earned the "Battle E" for our class ship.
* Served as both an AS and AR, tending some surface
ships when the Sierra (AR-18) was undergoing repairs.
I could write a novel about the time I served on this
great ship. A lot of personal and professional achievements included selection for Chief Petty Officer and appointment to Warrant Officer. Some unpleasant duties
and assignments including escorting the remains of three
shipmates home.
There was a lot of great liberty in Florida when we had
to get U/W and dump the reactor cooling water that we
stored on board.
A wonderful, highly professional crew from the deck
plates to the Goat Locker, Ward Room, XOs, COs and
Squadron Commanders, who were team players at all
times . . . true shipmates all.
Not a day goes by that I don't recall memories from the
Orion. Yes. I'd love to be able to do it all over again.
— Wes Compton, 1970-1975, BM1/BMC/WO1

Orion at Charleston in the mid-70s
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
What a Surprise!
The year 1953 was a busy one for a nearly 20-year-old
Sam Bimonte. The Army was after me as the draft was
still in force. Knowing that, I joined the Naval Reserves.
Soon after, I went for my physical and promptly went on
Navy active duty.
At the end of six weeks boot training at Bainbridge,
MD, I went on leave to my home in Connecticut to marry
my sweetheart, Lucy, before heading out to Electrician's
“A” School at Great Lakes, Illinois.
After “A” school, I was assigned to the USS Orion and
Lucy came to Norfolk, VA where we took a room in a
boarding house. The landlady was a sweet person. She
told us that she did not house hookers during WW II.
It was a very nice room with kitchen privileges where
Lucy made some of our first homemade meals. Soon we
were departing for the Virgin Islands and Lucy had to
return home.
While sightseeing on a street in Charlotte Amalie, I ran
into my long time, hometown friend, Fred Di Leone. He
was stationed on the Fulton which was replacing the Orion. What a surprise for the both of us!
Just before we departed the Virgin Islands, I was notified by the Red Cross that Lucy had a baby girl and I was
a father. WOW!
Now 60 years later, Lucy and I celebrated our 60th
wedding anniversary by taking our immediate family on a

Princess Cruise to Aruba this past April. It was a very
happy time with our three married daughters, their husbands and five grandchildren. The sixth grandchild is a
sergeant. in the Marines (on embassy duty) and couldn't
make it.
My short time on the Orion will always remain one of
my fondest memories.
— Sam Bimonte, 1953-55, EM3, 12-E Div.

Remember Those Caribbean Cruises
Some of the fondest memories I have of my time
aboard Orion are the trips we took to the Caribbean to St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands.
We would spend a lot of our time at Lindbergh Beach.
That place was a spa-like beach with very calm and clear
waters, where you could go snorkeling or just sun bathing. There was a very nice vendor where you could buy
snacks, soda or good cold beer if you were so inclined.
I had some very good times in town as well. There
were several nice places to eat. Also, a trip up to Blue
Beard's Castle was a must. You could sit out on the patio
and enjoy the scenery and “shoot the breeze” with your
buddies. The only bad thing about that was the trip back
down the hill and you had to be back to the ship by midnight.
— Jack Bowman, 1957-61, MR1, R-2 Div.
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
Orion Received Awards
I reported aboard USS Orion at La Maddalena on January 4, 1984. I had recently been promoted MMC (SW)
and was assigned to the Engineering Department as the
Engineering Department Administrative Assistant and as
the Work Center Supervisor for the ship's liquid oxygen/
nitrogen (O2N2) producing plant.
In port I stood watches as Duty Engineer Officer and
O2N2 plant operator. Underway I stood watches as Engineering Officer of the Watch (EOOW).
In October 1986, I was assigned as the A-Division Officer. I was promoted to MMCS(SW) on April 16, 1987
by Captain Ferrier.
In July 1987 I returned to my former position as Engineering Department Administrative Assistant where I remained until my transfer January 5, 1988.
During my four years aboard Orion, we made port visits (in some cases multiple visits) to Palma, Malaga, Barcelona, Toulon, Villefranche, Athens, Monte Carlo, Naples, Genoa and Gibraltar.
During this period we completed a difficult on-site
Selected Restricted Availability (SRA), an INSURV inspection. We were awarded the retention Golden Anchor
award, received the Red Engineering "E", were involved
in post-Chernobyl radioactive fallout cleanup/
decontamination, provided support to naval units involved
in the Gulf of Sidra operations against Libya in April
1986.
On numerous occasions, provided fire-fighting personnel to assist local government agencies fighting brush
fires and provided routine tender support services to hundreds of submarines and surface ships, including ships
from the UK, Turkey and France.
— David Jones, E8, MMCS(SW), Eng. Dept. Log Room

Photos provided by David Jones

Small Leak Makes for a Long Trip
I was stationed on board the USS Orion from November 1986 through September 1988. I have a lot of
fond memories from my time on board. During this time
the Orion was in La Maddalena, Sardinia.
When I first reported on board all of my fellow Storekeepers said: "we hardly ever go any where." A few
weeks later we are pulling in to Naples.
Mike Jenkins, a fellow storekeeper and I grabbed a cab
to Pompeii. It was a Monday and everything was closed,
but our cab driver knew a guy and he opened his museum
for us. We had a blast being the only people in the whole
place.
Another time, when we were on our way across the
Atlantic to Charleston, SC, for an overhaul and upgrade,
the At-Sea Fire Party had the "joy" of taking shifts in port
shaft alley. You see, there was a "small leak" around the
port shaft so we had the opportunity of a lifetime to monitor the flooding and pump out shaft alley whenever the
water was at 24". It was a long trip back, but we made it
safe and sound. — Erik Hutchinson, 1986-88, SK3
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
The Food Was Great on Orion
The ship made only one departure from port traveling
down to Southern Florida for a weekend getaway. I don’t
know if there was any particular purpose other than to
maybe test the ships engines etc.
I received my disbursing clerk third class rating right
after I boarded the ship. My memory of working in the
disbursing clerk’s office was very enjoyable. I had the
pleasure of working with a good group of sailors in the
office and I particularly enjoyed working under the tutelage of Chief Reesman.
One of the submarines the Orion tendered was the USS
Scorpion and sometime in 1968, before I boarded, it was
lost at sea. The payroll records of the sailors were in our
office and because of a time period that had to be met before any claims could be filed, the records remained in
our office until that time period was met. The records
were sent in for claims during my tour and I felt a part of
history, knowing that I handled those pay records. I will
never forget the empty feeling I had for those sailors and
for their families for their loss.

It’s a Navy Tradition
In the spring of 1967, I received my draft notice while
still a senior in high school in Somerville, Mass. Having
grown up in Boston and visited Old Ironsides at the Navy
yard as a child, I knew I wanted to join the Navy.
After graduating from high school, I enlisted in the
Navy, and completed boot camp at Great Lakes and
learned my first assignment was going to be the Orion.
Late that November, I boarded the Orion as an engineman striker. I had no clue what an engineman did but I
was ready.
The next day I was given the option of doing mess
deck duty or deck duty during my first month before actually being assigned to the engine room. The idea of getting up long before the others to work the mess deck
made me lean heavily toward doing deck duty.
Having always enjoyed the outdoors, I quickly adapted
to deck division and joined the ranks of the deck apes and
became an anchor clanker BM3 before I left the Orion in
1969.
While not fond of some of the necessary deck duties –
like swabbing the deck in early morning with the temperature hovering at 25 degrees and watching the deck freeze
as I swapped over it, I asked the petty officer in charge
that morning why are we putting water on ice cold metal
decks and he said “Navy tradition!” With that response I
would keep on swabbing the deck and hoped that no one
would fall on their face.
I soon learned to operate the crane and then was given
the responsibility of running the paint locker and graduated to coxswain of the utility boat and life boats.
I will never forget the time I lowered one of the 40foot utility boats, as they were going to rendezvous with a

I also remember how great the food was on the USS
Orion. Prior to this tour, I had spent a year on a ship in
Viet Nam where the meals were not nearly as good.
I really feel bad that I never kept in contact with several friends I had on the ship. I would have really liked to
have made contact with Chief Reesman after my tour.
I had a problem with my payroll from my last month
in Viet Nam which caused me to lose combat pay for that
month and made my last month’s pay taxable.
After I got out of the Navy, another sailor came aboard
with the exact same situation. That sailor wrote his Congressman and he was able to get the combat pay. Chief
Reesman remembered me and sent me the paperwork to
get my situation reversed and get the combat pay based
on the results of the other sailor. I really appreciated it
and am sorry I never made contact after everything was
resolved. It took perhaps six months or so after I got the
paperwork from him to actually receive the money and
new W-2. I didn’t know if he was still aboard the USS
Orion anymore and never tried to contact him.
I have fond memories of my tour. It was short and
pretty much uneventful. — Bob Liddicoat, 1969, DK3
sub and take line handlers to the deperming crib on the
Elizabeth River. I lowered the boat and the crew unhooked the cables and proceeded to tie the boat up and
make preparations for leaving. About 15 minutes later,
the crews were frantically waving for me to swing the
crane back over to them. I could see the wooden deck
plates awash inside the boat. They were able to hook the
boat back up to the sling and I carefully lifted the boat
enough to allow the water to drain back out. It seems that
someone forgot to put the bilge plugs in.
My saddest memory was the morning of June 5, 1968.
I was assigned as a line handler. The USS Scorpion was
scheduled to dock alongside us. I remember the families
on the pier awaiting its arrival. When it was overdue they
told us to hold our stations. It was about two hours overdue, we were told to stand down. Later we learned that it
never surfaced. Every sub and destroyer that was able to
get underway, headed out in search for her.
I can tell you I went in the Navy a boy and came out a
responsible young man. I made many friends aboard the
Orion and have fond memories of my time aboard. I still
keep in touch with a few of my ship mates.
— Brian Kuntz, 1967-69, BM3, Deck Div..

(USN Photo)

USS Scorpion (SSN-589)
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
Surviving Hurricane Carol

Late Check-In Policy Changed

On August 31, 1954, while serving on the USS Orion,
we were tethered to a buoy in Narragansett Bay, Newport
R.I. That evening I was assigned shore patrol. After
checking in Shore Patrol Headquarters in downtown
Newport and given tickets to the movies, I was told to
return later that day for late-night riot patrol until 3:00
a.m.
It had been raining the entire evening. I finished patrol
at 3:00 a.m. and returned to the fleet landing to catch the
last boat back to the Orion,. The wind was just starting to
intensify across Narragansett Bay.
At 11:30 a.m., I was awakened and told if I wanted to
eat, I should go the chow line (pork and greasy gravy was
being served) before it shut down at noon.
We were dragging the buoy because of the high waves
and the impending hurricane (Carol).
While standing on the boat deck and looking across
the Bay, I observed loose barges, large trees and debris
passing by the ship. The winds and the waves were intense but as soon as we cleared the harbor, I really experienced being on a ship during a hurricane at sea. The
waves were 85 to 100 feet high. One moment I felt I was
on a top of a mountain and the next moment in a valley.
We had a destroyer off our port side and a destroyer
off our starboard side which we could only see about every third wave. About 3:00 p.m. the sun came out. It was
all calm and we headed back to port.
When we returned to port, I notice the yacht clubs and
the beautiful sailboats were mostly destroyed and sunk.
The USS Orion survived.
— Richard Mains, 1953-54, FT3

When we came on board I was assigned to "T" division for indoctrination. I remember we lived in the ship
service compartment and had first class boatswain mate
for our division officer. We would be assigned to a different division each day for work so we had an idea what
each division did. I can remember hearing that 1st class
calling out to us, ALL SET SAILORS!! when it was time
to give out the day’s assignments.
One evening a sailor reported in after we had secured
for the day. The personnel office issued him a temp liberty card. He was told to put his gear in an empty locker
and check in the next morning. He stowed his sea bag and
decided to see what Norfolk was like.
While walking around downtown he passed the Greyhound bus terminal. Several weeks later when he was due
to report to his permanent division (and didn’t) they started to look for him and passed the word for him to report
to the quarterdeck.
Two days later he reported in! His parents thought it
was strange that he had just had two weeks boot leave and
was home again for three weeks. He told them his story
and they put him on the next bus to Norfolk. Had he came
back two days earlier and reported to his division no one
would have known he was gone. The late check-in policy
was changed immediately.
— Ron Medlock, 1952-57, EM2, E Div.

Many Life Lessons Learned
I enlisted in the Navy upon graduation from high
school in 1972 and went to boot camp at Great Lakes, IL.
Upon graduation I was assigned duty on the USS Orion
which at that time was based in Charleston, SC. The first
evening I went aboard I was told that in two days we
would be sailing for a 30-day shakedown cruise at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
My dad was upset because the war was in Vietnam and
he didn’t understand why we were going to Cuba. He was
a Navy Sea Bee in WWII. I explained I wasn’t in charge
of where the ship was deployed!
I served my entire 3-year enlistment aboard the Big
“O” in shop 38C which was just below the helo deck. My
main duties were working on hydraulic pumps on the subs
we tended. I made many great friends aboard ship and
stay in touch with several of them some 40 years later.
The internet and e-mail make it much easier than in the
days of telephone calls and hand-written letters!
I learned many life lessons while serving on the Orion:
Being prompt to work and appointments, following orders
from superiors, and keeping my clothes neat!!
Orion was a beautiful ship and I’ll always treasure the
time I spent with her and my mates.
— Dennis Couture, 1973-75, E3, Shop 38C, R-Div.
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A Fine and Majestic Lady
Although the ship was cut up and sold as scrap, our
memories will bring her back as whole. The Orion was
my first ship and will always hold a special place in my
heart. The people I worked with have helped shape me
into the person I am today.
It is only in hindsight, I can look back with good
thoughts of this old and tired ship. I guess that’s the difference between a teenager and a man in his forties. During the late eighties and early nineties, the Orion was
hardly the cream of the Navy crop. But now I think of her
as a fine and majestic lady. She was well maintained, but
age had definitely done its damage, and it showed
throughout the decks.
Many of us looked forward to transferring back to the
states and onto a newer ship, as I ended up doing in April
of 1991.
For the 2 years I was onboard in La Madd, I did what
everybody else did on a daily basis. I got up at reveille,
made it to quarters and worked my daily routine, with
knock off (officially anyway) at 1600. On warships, most
of the daily routine is standing watch and doing maintenance on equipment, with a sprinkling of training and
drills. But on a sub tender, it is different.
You still have watches, drills and maintenance, however, the majority of any workday was actually doing a
job related to repairing a submarine. There are only so
many hours in a day. That’s probably why the Orion
looked like it did. Crewmembers worked on or built
something. There wasn’t much time to just fix and shine
things that didn’t need to be fixed which is what happens
on newer ships.
There were active deadlines on any sub alongside and
these subs had to get underway on time. I worked weight
test where we maintained all submarine and Orion lifting
equipment and kept them certified. Crew members repaired machinery, welded, inspected and repaired periscopes and other specialized equipment. When all this
was done, we were still expected to uphold the sailor tradition of standing some watch, usually something quite
laughable and totally unnecessary.
For example, the Weps Dept. had a watch in DC Central called the CSAMS Watch. This stands for Central
Supervisory Alarm Monitoring System. It was basically
an alarm panel like you’d see in a house today; it was tied
into different motion switches on doors or hatches scattered around different Weps Dept. spaces. We had a
watch sit at a desk 24/7 that was located right beside this
panel and he did nothing but wait for an alarm to go off.
If it did, the watch had to key up the 1MC there in DCC,
ring the bell and pass a security violation over the entire
ship. I must have spent hundreds of hours on that watch.
You weren’t supposed to have reading materials. But a
man could go mad without something to do. I remember
working on budgets, future life plans and picking nice
stereo equipment ideas out of a Navy Exchange catalog. I

never did buy that decked out and loaded Kenwood stereo
system that I had all planned out. Making matters worse,
the ship’s security rover, also a 24/7 watch, had to check
in every hour, sharp. If he failed to do so, the orders were
to pass a security violation immediately.
You can imagine how stressful this is. Your buddy,
who you work with every day, is 4 minutes late, you don’t
know if he’s fallen down a hatch and is hurt, if a real
threat exists on the ship, if he’s been stopped on purpose
by the Weps Dept. Duty Chief for an impromptu drill, or
if the idiot sat down somewhere and fell asleep. Add that
it’s 3 a.m. for some added edge-of-your-seat entertainment. If you guessed that it was always a drill or the guy
just forgot to look at his watch or fell asleep, you win a
prize.
I remember at least 3 times over that 2-year period
where the bell rang in the middle of the night while I was
asleep in my rack, all due to a late rover. Hello, Ed from
Ohio. You know who you are and why I just called you
out.
We all have our memories. Some are worth story telling and many are not. It’s mostly just the little things:
* Hanging out in the forward supply head to get away
from the Mess Deck MAA during mess cranking
* Shining brass and non-stop cleaning
* Constant needle gunning and painting, especially on
the main weather decks
* Standing watch as helm, CSAMS or rover in the wee
hours of the morning
* Doing “You fly, we buy” runs to the ship store for
sardines and cheese balls
* Hauling heavy chain falls and wire ropes off and on
the ship while doing weight tests
* Going aboard subs to inspect their lifting gear and
taking anything from them that needed to be tested and
certified, much to their displeasure
* Long days of weapons moves
* Waiting in long lines for just about everything, such
as getting a paycheck, haircuts, waiting on the liberty
launches, personnel office, disbursing for money exchanges, ship store, etc.
* The smells and sounds while walking through the
machine shop just aft of the mess decks
* The smell of garbage stacked up next to the scullery
waiting on the word to throw trash clear astern. Then filling the bags with weights so they would sink to the bottom.
* Evening drills, weather, fire, flooding or security;
and the impeded free movement around the ship due to
that drill.
* Staggering up the brow after a few too many beers
* 100-man working parties to load perishables onto
subs
* Ration cards for cigarettes
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* The racks stacked 5 high in that common area back
aft near aft steering. I never saw anybody actually in those
racks, but you’d have to be a gymnast to get up there, let
alone actually gaining access into the coffin locker. You
could get seasick just looking up at them while underway.
* Responding to security violations while part of the
security alert or backup alert teams, where you were one
of the few that could actually run. All others had to “stand
fast.”
At some point I was appointed the Calibration Petty
Officer for my division. I made sure that all our equipment such as dynamometers and calipers were calibrated.
I also kept an active inventory of all material and equipment. This can be hard to square away at first because
you have to deal with what other people have screwed up
over the years. I had some stuff that wasn’t on the inventory and some things on the inventory that couldn’t be
found. Some things can even be accounted for twice with
no way to know for certain. The status and inventory was
kept on a spreadsheet on the one computer we had in the
shop, an old DOS system that’s unheard of today. It had a
huge floppy disk that was probably new technology in the
late seventies. There was a Chief or Senior Chief in the
Repair Dept. who was overall in charge of all the division
Cal POs. I have since forgotten his name. I eventually
earned his trust and he gave me the authority to add or
delete lines on my inventory so that I could make everything accurate. This was a task that only he had the authority to do. Eventually I had everything accurate and
synchronized and with correct date entries, etc.
But there was one chain fall in our storage locker in A508-A that was broken, rusted and had no serial number
on it. If there was any mention of it on the spreadsheet, it
had already been deleted. Now what to do with the chain

fall itself? Military gear can’t just be thrown away, as it is
government property. The proper procedure is to do a survey, which is some sort of paperwork to properly dispose
of it. The Cal Manager didn’t want to mess with all that
paperwork for a busted up old chain fall. One night while
underway, I told my Division Chief about it and he said
he just needed it to go away. I said to him, “So you just
want it to go away? I can make it do that.” He smiled at
me and said, “It’s not on the inventory so it doesn’t exist,
right?” I got the point.
That night when the word was passed to dump all trash
astern, I carried the heavy chain fall with its long chain
balled up in my arms, up from the UAW shop, across the
forward mess deck, up the port side ladder and onto the
weather decks. I had to be careful it didn’t injure or drag
myself over when I tossed it over the rail. I looked around
to see if anybody was nearby, but my eyes hadn’t adjusted
to the darkness. I made reasonable assurances that it was
not fouled on my body somehow, and deep sixed it right
there over the side.
I athought about the ship screws but I was far enough
forward that it would be long gone deep before the screws
would ever pass over that spot. We were doing about 12
knots, but I heard the splash. A problem solved, and it
was never mentioned again to anyone. The chief knew I
took care of it and I suppose he had plausible deniability.
A minor thing, getting rid of that chain fall, yes, but I never forgot it. Anyway, somewhere on the bottom of the
Mediterranean Sea lays that old chain fall.
I’d like to hear stories from other shipmates on board
around the time I was there. We “young” guys need to
step up and contribute. I hope to hear from you soon.
—Mike Marple, 1989-91, TM3,

USS Orion in LA Maddalena, Italy
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Cutting Up in the Barber Shop
I came aboard Orion December, 1965, straight out of
boot camp in Great Lakes. I was sent to the laundry on
temp assignment until I was to go mess cooking. I was
supposed to go to Communications Yeoman's school in
June, 1966, so Orion was a place to send me until my
school started. I put in a chit to work in the laundry until
time for school and the Captain approved. So it was goodbye to mess cooking or deck force.
While I was working in the laundry, word got out they
were in need of a barber in the crew’s barber shop. The
head barber, Ernie Odom, told me he could teach me to
cut hair. He also was a civilian barber. I put in a chit to
drop my school and become a ship’s serviceman barber.
Once again, the Captain approved my chit and out of the
laundry and into the crew’s barber shop I went.
I learned how to cut hair and became pretty good at it
because Odom sent me to work in the officer’s barber
shop (in officer’s country) — a sweet job it was. I made
seaman and six months later made ship’s serviceman third
class, sewed it on while we were in Gitmo on a shakedown cruise.
Things were going well for me until an E-9 ship’s serviceman chief came aboard Orion. We never hit it off so I
used my friendship in the officer’s barber shop to get orders off Orion and onto USS Los Alamos (AFDB-7), dry
dock in Holy Loch Scotland — best liberty a sailor could
ask for. I made second class while on the dock and a year
later I was transferred to USS Carter Hall (LSD-3). I did
a tour in Viet Nam and was separated from the Navy in
September 1969.
I made some great friends on Orion. One of them
came to Holy Loch after I got there and we shared a flat.
Many parties were had in that flat. His name is Bill and
we are friends to this day. I talked to him this morning.
We started going to Orion reunions in 1991.
— Don Brewer, 1965-67, SH, S-3 Div.

The Barter System
Sometime about 1961 or so, I had a 1952 Mercury 4door sedan. A bunch of us went to Virginia Beach.
At that time I didn't touch a drop and was the driver. I
can only remember one person, Billy Joe Robinson. We
got back to the pier, only about 10 feet left, BJ puked all
over the side of the car.
I was in the IC shop and we were in charge of showing
the movies. Seems none of the others liked picking up the
movies at MOB, we were at the D&S piers (or CE piers to
the old timers). So three times a week I picked up the
movies.
The officer stewards came every night. So, to get the
movies they wanted they would bring food. I had my first

Cornish hen. Whatever the officers had, I had. And to get
first-rate movies I took pounds of coffee — from the officers mess of course.
As I was in line to get movies, the guy in front on me
said “ Let’s go to DC this weekend.” I didn't know him,
but he turned out to be a nice guy. He knew a couple
there we could stay with.
They had a party about every weekend. They were
born and raised in DC. I took them places they had never
been. I learned to roller skate there with a bunch of girls
who worked for the FBI.
I wish I could find that couple again and the guy that
started it all. I loved them. This was in 1961-62 time
frame.
As I said before, I didn't drink then. When we went to
Philly to the dry docks, a bunch of us went to my first bar,
Of course. the first thing they did was check the IDs; so I
left. I found a small neighborhood bar about two blocks
off the main drag and I don't think they knew what an ID
was.
I remember going to Bermuda and riding on motor
bikes. The water was the coldest I have ever been in. And
in Jamaica, there were little boys wanting us to see their
mother . . . she was a virgin. The CPO warned us to remove our watches and rings. He said the locals would
steal them off our hands.
Three guesses who lost theirs first. First two don't
count.
Anyone in the IC shop in 1960-62, please email me.
— Roy G. Smith, 1960-62, IC2
n4byu@arrl.net

Lift That Leg
In March 1973, I completed boot camp at San Diego
CA. Since I was a Southern California native, I was, of
course, assigned to the USS Orion in Charleston South
Carolina.
I was assigned to the IC "E" Division. Proud in my
dress blues, carrying my "C" bag I walked from the Main
Deck down the ladder into the Mess Deck. I failed to lift
my trailing leg high enough to clear the threshold and I
nailed my shin very good!
Later, as I was leaving the ship for the day, I again
failed to lift my trailing leg (same leg) and hit my shin
(same shin same spot) on the threshold (same threshold).
Needless to say, that was the first important lesson I
learned aboard the USS Orion: Lift that trailing leg!!
My stay aboard the USS Orion lasted two years. I appreciated the comradery among my fellow shipmates, and
the pride and dedication we felt during some serious times
(Israeli War). I feel that the skills I learned during that
time, I carried with me after I left the Navy and helped me
with my career.
— Thomas D. Conklin, 1973-75, IC3, "E" Division
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Ask Bart
In 1952. we had a 1st class Disbursing Clerk named
Bart Pacofsky transfer down from New London. Bart
joined the Navy when he was 17 and was promoted at
each opportunity until he became 1st class at age 20. He
was extremely knowledgeable, and sometimes held down
the job that could easily have required two men. Bart was
a kind and helpful man and would often help the younger
DKs with their work.
One day the Supply Commander had a question and
came to our office for an answer. Neither the new Disbursing Officer nor the Chief who was just back from Recruiting Duty could answer the Commander's question.
After listening for a few minutes, Bart told them the Volume, the Chapter and I'm not sure about the paragraph
where they could find the answer. Of course, they found
the answer. The next time the Commander had a question
he went straight to Bart.
Bart was the altar boy at Mass on Sundays aboard the
Orion and would often gently awaken me and announce,
"Mass in 20 minutes."
— Don McInnis, 1951-53, DK3

Battle Scar
In retrospect, I was a guest on the Orion. I transferred
from USS Cutlass (SS-478) in Havana, Cuba in the spring
of 1956. I was assigned to the ship office as a Yeoman
striker. However, having qualified on the Cutlass, my
personnel records ended up on the Red Fin (SS-272).
I had the night watch in the office off the quarterdeck.
There was no check-in or check-out activity expected so
the young Ensign with the deck watch suggested that I
turn in around 23:00. The bunk was on the overhead attached with four brackets, two on the bulkhead and two
on the overhead attached to chains. I did not notice that
none of brackets were attached to the bunk frame. The
light switch was on the bulkhead near the hatch leading to
the quarterdeck. Since I didn’t want to ask the officer to
turn the lights off, I turned the lights off myself and proceeded to climb up into the bunk.
I stretched out on the bunk and ended up on the deck,
head-first amongst the Steelcase furniture. The young officer raced into the office and flipped on the light while I
was picking myself off the deck. I felt my left foot getting
wet and pulled up my dungaree to see my sock filling up
with blood. I apparently hit my leg on the corner of one of
the desks. The young officer turned the same color as his
white uniform. I asked where sick bay was and he informed me that the duty Medical Officer was on the destroyer tender which was tied up on the pier to the south.
When I put my shoes on, the left one immediately
filled with blood. As I was walking down the pier heading for the destroyer tender I was met by an ambulance

with lights flashing and the siren blaring full blast. I now
believe the medical guys took every opportunity to wake
as many sailors as possible. The doctor on the tender shot
some Novocain in the 4-6 inch gash and proceeded to install three layers of sutures, one for the fascia, the second
for the muscles, and the third for the skin.
I was sitting up observing the art work on my leg. I
asked the doctor if he was going to use an inverted blanket suture for the skin. His reply was: “If you don’t shut
up, I’m going to put you under.”
To add insult to injury the Orion doctor confined me to
sick bay for about 10 days; I asked: “Why for so many
days?” He said there was poor circulation in that part of
my leg. That didn’t make any sense to me, as I remembered how fast my sock and shoe had filled with blood.
While vegetating in sick bay I watched my first TV baseball games during the 1956 World Series.
My “battle scar” is a great ice breaker when I show it
to someone and explain I acquired it falling out of bed.
The immediate reply is “Which Brothel was it?”
— Ron Muecke, 1956, YNT3, Subron 6 Staff

Ship’s Driver
As a young Engineman Striker wanting a break from
the engine room, I volunteered to go to the deck department as a ship’s driver. I drove vehicles for the Orion. I
tell you this because when I tell people I was a ship’s
driver they think I drove the ship.
Orion was docked at Pier 22 Norfolk and was having
an enlisted men’s dance over at the newly remodeled enlisted men’s club. The evening of the dance, I was on duty
to bring anyone who needed a ride back to the ship.
I was sitting in the driver’s shack having an afterdinner smoke, when the hatch opened and a couple of
guys from the wood shop stood there with three wooden
ticket boxes for me to take over to the dance. I put the
boxes in my truck and headed for the dance that was
about to start.
I pulled up in front of the club, got out, took all three
boxes which I shouldn’t have done because I was having
a hard time seeing around them. I headed for the glass
doors of the club. Someone held the doors for me. I sort
of turned to the side, in order to see the doors to the dance
hall and headed that way. Little did I know that they had
built a fountain in the remodel, between the front doors
and the dance hall doors.
The next thing I know, I was standing in the fountain
in my shoes and uniform. All the people who were waiting to get into the dance were laughing hysterically. Later
I was told that I looked like Jerry Lewis in one of his
skits. I still had to come back to taxi people to the ship
where the laughter started all over again. I’m sure some of
those folks that were there still remember my most embarrassing moment.
— Roger Gutheil, 1960-64, EN3, M&A Div.
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UFO on the Radar
During my first tour on the Orion in the early 60s I had
requested a no expense to the government transfer to the
USS Tidewater that was making a Med cruise because I
had never been to the Med. We were over complement in
my rating. The transfer was approved and EPDOLANT
picked it up and sent me to shore duty at CINCLANTFLT
where there was at that time a critical need for my rating.
I never got to the Med but when I finished my shore tour I
went back to the Orion.
I was transferred from the West Coast to the Orion. I
became acutely aware of how different the East Coast was
when my plane landed at Dulles Airport and I went into
airport bar and ordered a scotch and water. Those were
the Blue Law days, no liquor by the drink, of which I was
totally unaware.
That difference hit me again a short time later. I made
good friends with a shipmate from Texas named Woody.
Woody and I used to patronize a nice bar in downtown
Norfolk called The Jamaica Inn. It was late December and
Woody and I were trying to decide what to do on New
Years Eve. We asked the bartender what was going on at
the Jamaica Inn on New Years Eve. We both liked to fell
over when he told us they were closing at 2330. It turned
out the only place we could go to celebrate New Year’s in
Norfolk was the enlisted club. So we decide we would try
our luck in Elizabeth City, North Carolina, which was
about an hour away and in a different state. When we got
there everything was shut down just like in Norfolk. So
we welcomed in the new year while driving back to the
Orion.
I played a lot of chess on the Orion. I remember a
storekeeper I played regularly. I have forgotten his name
but I think he was an American Indian. It was back
around 1966. We were pretty evenly matched and that
was why we played often. One day I picked up a book
entitled Chess Openings. After reading just the first half
of that book I never lost another match with him. In fact
we never got past the opening moves. Eventually he
would not play me anymore.

I remember quite well standing after brow watches.
The reason I remember them was because they were quite
hard on the legs from standing that long even for a young
guy.
On my first tour (about 1961) I remember bowling in
the Orion league with our skipper Captain Berger. He was
about as popular with the troops as any officer I met in
my ten years in the Navy. If I had known many other officers like him I might have been tempted to go for 20
years.
We made a cruise to Key West around 1965 and I was
held back to work on a visual presentation for
COMSUBRON 6. My rating was illustrator draftsman.
When the presentation was complete I flew to Key West
to meet the Orion. On the trip back we made a kite out of
Mylar drafting film and coat hangers and flew it off the
fantail. We thought it was a good idea but the O.D. did
not agree with that when they picked it up on the radar.
Fortunately we got away with just a “chewing out.”
I was responsible for the tech library, the blueprint
shop and the photo lab. We had bunks in the blueprint
shop and the photo lab which were right next to each other all the way aft on the 02 level. It was a much better
sleeping arrangement than the crowded crew's quarters.
But a young seaman photo mate had the habit of playing
loud rock music much to the aggravation of those around
him.
One Sunday morning he woke up and his radio was
gone. He complained to our division chief who made an
investigation but nobody knew what happened to that radio. It's like it just disappeared into thin air (or deep six).
I was a first class petty officer with close to ten years
when I decide to get out of the Navy. About three months
before my discharge date my division officer, Lt.
McAfee, informed me that I was going to be assigned as
career counselor. When I told him I would be getting out
in about 90 days he was unimpressed and if you can believe it I got the job! So ironically, the Repair Department
Career Counselor was a short-timer. On approximately
April 15, 1966 the career counselor ended his Navy career.
– Pat Patrick, 1961-62, DM1, Repair Dept.

USS Orion (AS-18) in camouflage during World War II
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Heed Authority
How does a nineteen-year-old learn to respect and understand authority? Here's one way to learn.
I was a nineteen-year-old E-3 Fireman (EM striker)
attached to the Orion's E Division in 1967. During morning muster we were required to have our shirt sleeves
pulled down and buttoned. The collar also had to buttoned
up. My style was to come to muster with my sleeves
rolled up and the collar opened.
A lifer 2nd Class Electrician's Mate had recently come
aboard and joined our group. Being only a 2nd Class Petty Officer with more than 15 years in the Navy did not
garner respect from me or the other shipmates. One morning he told me to roll down my sleeves and button my
collar. My response was to ridicule him about his lack of
rank (after a decade plus of service). I did not adjust my
collar or sleeves.
The next morning our Senior Chief Petty Officer wanted to see me in his office. He sat me down and said:
"How would you like me to tear you a new a**hole? I
did not! He told me that any senior shipmate can tell me
what to do and I will heed a lawful order. He gave me the
option of apologizing, in public to the offended P.O. or go
on report. I chose to apologize and alter my clothing style.
Over the next 40+ years I had to use this lesson many
times to navigate my life and career.
— Edward Renda, 1967-68, EM3, E-Div.

This Was Not a Fire Drill
I was a Storekeeper who spent ten years in the Navy,
and the Orion was the first duty station I was assigned to.
I was aboard the Orion from October 1988 until November 1990. I made the transition well when I reported to the
Orion at Goose Creek, SC.
A couple of weeks passed and we crossed the pond,
and my first port visit was Lisbon, Portugal . . . then in
route to La Maddalena. I always enjoyed seeing different
places. I had no problem making friends, but also was not
afraid to speak up and got in a couple of fights during this
tour. I never did have to go see the Captain though so I
stayed out of trouble. While in port I shot a lot of pool at
the bar at the end of the pier. I love billiards.
At sea we worked hard, ran a lot of fire drills, then I
was always playing cards after working hours. I love poker. I really enjoyed my job as a storekeeper, and the fire
training we went through. Back in 1989 (not sure what
month) we fought an actual fire that broke out in one of
the work shops near the main machine shop areas. We
were in port at the time, and I remember this being on the
weekend.
It turned out to be an electrical fire, but it produced a
lot of smoke and damage to some equipment. I was on the

hose team but never felt afraid, as I felt I was with some
very competent shipmates.
Our Commanding Officer at the time (Captain Morgan), was notified and came back to the ship to check out
the situation. All in all, minimal damage, but quite the
experience of fighting an actual fire to running fire drills.
To this day, serving aboard the Orion was the best duty
station of my ten years.
I was also on two combatant vessels, but I seem to
cherish my memories the best from the Orion.
Quick note: a shout out to HTC Walker, who I served
with on the Orion and USS Hue City (CG-66). He eventually made Master Chief, and later became the CMC of the
USS Truman (Aircraft Carrier). He served 30 years in the
Navy, and he always inspired me to do the best job I
could do and take pride in my job. He was a great mentor
figure and the best sailor I ever served with!
— Steve Reece, 1988-1990, SK3, S-1 DIV.

First Time
I was aboard Orion from 1963 until 1965. My most
memorable time was going onboard after Orion came out
of dry dock and was leaving on its shakedown cruise to
Cuba.
As a non drinking eighteen-year old, I accompanied
some other guys into the Guantanamo EM club and had
my first drink. Two or three rum and Cokes wiped me
out. All I remember was going back on board and saluting
from the upside down position as I was carried over some
big guy’s shoulder. I’ve had a bit too much to drink since
then but those times always reminded me of my Gitmo
days.
— Bill Petlock, 1963-65, MR3, R-2 Division

Re-Up — No Thanks
I went aboard the Orion in the fall of 1978 at Charleston, SC. They were getting her ready to go to La Maddalena, Italy to replace the H. W. Gilmore (AS-16), which
was the ship I had just come from.
Orion went into dry dock and was going through a
major overhaul. I can’t remember the name of the hurricane that came through but they called in all the welders
to weld the holes they had cut into the hull to get the ship
floated to keep it from blowing the stilts they had it
parked on.
I was assigned to the forward engine room. Also, I
remember the shakedown cruise after coming out of dry
dock. We went to Cuba. The Coast Guard boys put us
through some pretty intense maneuvers. I didn’t get much
R&R on that cruise.
My 4-year time was up before Orion left to go across
the Atlantic to Italy. The engineer sure tried to get me to
extend my time to ride across but I said “no thanks.”
— Rick Blietz, 1978-80, EN2
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
Jumpin’ Jack Flash
For 56 years now I've suspected that most of the crew
aboard the Orion in the summer of 1957 have wondered
about this one unforgettable day. The question I'll try to
answer before my CRS gets any worse is this. What took
us so long to answer the bell (Engine Order Telegraph)
All Astern Full on the Starboard Shaft while we were tied
up to D & S Pier 19 at Norfolk?
There were three or four Electrician's Mates way
down low in the Forward Engine Room, cleaning Auxiliary Generator #1 (it was out-of-commission, of course).
We couldn't turn the radio on so, for our listening pleasure, we had #1 Main Engine/Generator running to power
the 850 KW MG-set, which was carrying the ship's electrical load.
All of a sudden we heard a screeching bosun’s whistle
and a very excited voice yelling that we had parted a bow
line had broken loose from Pier 19. The subs tied to the
next pier over, Pier 20, were watching our bow swing
slowly toward them.
Come to think of it, maybe the same angry north wind
that snapped our lines was now pushing our bow toward
them and not all that slowly.
As best as I can recall there were two subs tied sideby-side to Pier 20 near the sea wall and two more just aft
of those. The aft two may have done All Astern Full on
battery power and got out of the way in plenty of time. I
think one and maybe both of the forward two rammed the
sea wall getting away from us.
Now, up to this point, it was just another ordinary routine emergency. The Enginemen had #2, 3 and 4 Mains lit

-off and up to speed in less than a Norfolk Minute. But it
only took a few minutes to realize we had a problem
much bigger than hangovers and homesickness.
No one had experienced an emergency requiring the
energizing of the Main Propulsion loop from 2, 3 and 4
Mains without first disconnecting #1 Main from the 850
MG. Our division officer Mr. Everett R. Feldt (Warrant
Electrician 3 with 24 years service) was on the spot
quicker than Jumpin’ Jack Flash, blocking all of us from
getting anywhere close to that big round steel wheel
which switched 2,000 Amps at 550 Volts D.C.
You may remember that Jerry Lee Lewis had warned
us all about Great Balls of Fire. We did not want those in
our propulsion switchboard. Not if we could help it, because we would have had our liberty cancelled that night
and maybe many more.
Well, this here's my story and I'm stickin' to it. I may
have some of the details wrong and, if so, I'll welcome
any corrections or clarification from any of you old shipmates. My kids don't believe any of this story
(understandably) so any and all help will be greatly appreciated.
I'm not certain of the names in our gang at the time
and I'm hoping Baltimore Al Becker can help me out.
Probable names were Jim Asby, Mike Miarano, Ed
Gourich, and (on good days I remember his first name)
Aerheart. Toby (Shakey) Caldwell was our Chief EM.
Pete Foster EM1 was in charge of the E-gangs in both
engine rooms and Earl Schoen EM2 was slave-driver of
our forward gang.
God bless all you Orion Vets and God Bless America.
— John Sewell, 1957-60, EM2, E Div.

USS Orion (AS-18) circa 1961
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Shipmates Remember Time Aboard USS Orion (AS-18)
Orion Makes House Calls
I served as Supply Officer in USS Orion (AS-18) from
June 1979 to June 1981. Here of some thoughts and reflections of that demanding, rewarding, and most memorable tour.
We continued to service Submarine Squadron Four
submarines while undergoing major overhaul at the
Charleston Naval Shipyard. Overhaul completed in late
spring of 1980, we then deployed the ship to La Maddalena, Sardinia, Italy, with several hundred families, personal
property (HHG), automobiles, pets, etc. To accommodate
the need for temporary housing for all the families, we
were able to lease the beautiful La Marmorata Resort located on the northern coast of Sardinia.
Shortly after arriving in La Maddalena to relieve USS
Howard Gilmore (AS-16), Orion and Gilmore co-hosted
an "All American July Fourth Beach Party" on a local
beach. It was open to the public, and literally hundreds of
visitors and Italians attended, enjoying hot dogs, hamburgers, corn on the cob, and all the trimmings. Only the
chiefs and officers served as cooks in the numerous
barbeque pits!
The ship was "med moored" to a concrete pier at an
old NATO/Italian ammunition base located on the east
side of Santa Stefano, a small, solid rock island just a few
miles across. Directly across the island on the west side of
Santa Stefano facing into La Maddalena Harbor was a
great Club Med! All access to the ship was via boats.
We were supported/replenished by vert-reps and boatreps from the duty AFS supporting CTF-63. We also had
regular RoRo (roll on, roll off) ferries from Naples as well
as air support via a weekly C130 flights from Naples.
From this set up, we serviced all submarines in the Med,
as well as an occasional destroyer.
The ship got underway for short cruises around the
Med. The most memorable for me was a "State" visit to
split Yugoslavia, shortly after long-time dictator, Marshall Tito, passed away. Other trips included Athens,
Greece, Naples, and Majorca. Also, a memorable trip was
to the southeast of Sicily to rescue an older SSN which
had precariously gotten itself stuck while submerged with
its anchor and chain paid out several hundred feet. The
solution was to slowly "anchor itself" off Augusta Bay,
Sicily until it could be rescued by Orion. Thereafter, we
advertised that "Orion makes house-calls!"
For me the most rewarding aspect of the tour was the
association with some the finest sailors our Navy has to
offer, Officer and Enlisted! Two great COs (Captain Stan
Skorupski, and Captain Dick Charles), an incredible
group of positive, "Can-Do" supply officers and enlisted
personnel (CDR Fred Williams, LCDR Craig Vandernoot, LT Paul Klump, LT Hart Odom, LT Ron Olsen, and
several others,) and working closely with a great Repair
Department (headed by CDR Rick Eckstein and LCDR
Bud Glidden)!

It was a very difficult, but very rewarding work, deployed in a very remote and beautiful area of the world.
Some adapted better than others. There were no McDonalds, very few telephones, and many locals did not speak
English. Sardinia in general, and La Maddalena in particular, had lots of beautiful old rocks and rock formations
like Capo d'Orso (Bear Rock) and Roccio dell'Ellefante
(Elephant Rock).
The saying goes that in a typical two-year tour that in
the first six months everyone remarks about the beautiful
rocks, in the second six months, you sort of get used to
the rocks, in the third six months, you begin to talk to the
rocks, in the last six months, the rocks talk back!
Just like Orion, this wonderful piece of Naval history
"is no more!"
— Charles W. Stone, 1979-81, CDR,O-5

Operation Hand-Clasp
The Orion was at a pier in New York City (mid 60s)
and the scuttlebutt circulated that the HMS Queen Elizabeth (or HMS Queen Mary – I’m not sure which one
now) was to dock across from us and that Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton would be getting off. The ship did
dock, but I did not see Liz or Richard leaving it.
Once when the Orion was at San Juan, Puerto Rico,
the Canadian aircraft carrier HMCS Bonaventure was also
in port. I was lucky enough to pull shore patrol duty and
experienced several interesting events.
While there, I also recall being a volunteer for a program called "Operation Hand-Clasp." Our team painted
an elderly resident's house for him and did various
maintenance projects in a local school.
Prior to my duty on the Orion, I served aboard the USS
Runner (SS-476). While on the Orion (underway in the
Atlantic) we had one of our diesel subs surface near us.
This was an interesting experience for me, after spending
time on the Runner.
— Thomas Deeney, 1964-66, FTG3
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A Visit From Vice President Nixon
I joined the Naval Reserve in 1952 in Tyler, Texas.
Two months before I joined I would have been eligible
for the draft. Two months after I joined, I would have had
to sign on for eight years, instead of six.
In April, 1954 I got my draft notice and requested active duty orders. I was sent to Charleston, SC, where I
expected to go aboard a Destroyer but instead they sent
me to ET school in Great Lakes, Illinois.
After graduating from ET school in November, 1953,
six of us were sent to New London, CT. Two were assigned to New London, two were assigned to Key West,
FL, and two were assigned to Norfolk, VA.
Jimmy Whitehead and I were assigned to Norfolk on
the USS Orion and we decided to hitch hike from New
London to Norfolk. When we got to Pennsylvania, no one
would give us a ride so we caught a bus on to Norfolk.
We later learned that a killer disguised as a sailor was
killing people on the White Horse turnpike and everyone
was afraid to pick up sailors!
On the Orion, Jimmy was assigned to sub repair and I
was assigned to ships company.
Three things stand out during that time:
First, the Nautilus (SSN-571) came alongside during
her shakedown cruise and all of the war college Brass in
Norfolk came across the Orion to visit the Nautilus. The
BM almost blew his lungs out whistling them aboard.
The second thing I remember most was when the USS
Forrestal (CV-59), the last of the oil burners, was being
fitted at New Port News and broke her mooring lines.
She came floating past the Orion with many tugs in pursuit.
Third and last memory was the visit of Vice President
Nixon to the ship in the Virgin Islands.
At the end of my enlistment, Lt. Commander
Chambless had the re-up talk with me and asked what I
would like to get out of the Navy, pointing to the red Corvette sitting in the parking lot. My reply to him was” “The
most important thing I could get out of the Navy would be
me!’’ He shook his head and dismissed me.
I received my DD 214 in April, 1956 and later an
honorable discharge in February, 1958.
— Ted Swenson, 1954-56, ET3, Ships Company ET

USS Forrestal (CV-59)

Aerial view of Norfolk’s waterfront

Nautilus Loaded With Torpedoes
I was in the torpedo gang from 1954 to 1956. I was 18
years old and stuck on a ship that did not move very
much, surrounded by destroyers that were on the go all
the time. I could not say that I was not on the go all the
time. I must have found a hundred guys that would trade
with me from destroyers. No go. My division commander
would not let me off. Every time a request was sent to the
Orion for volunteers for UDT school, I was first to put in.
Why not a sub? I will get to that later.
There were some real characters on Orion. One I remember quite well was Ballsmeyer, the ship's driver. He
had a bunk by me. Now bosun mates are a little strange.
Most of them could only get one oar in the water at a
time.
When the ship’s driver was needed, the bosun mate on
the quarterdeck would pipe for him and then call his
name. One had a special way of doing it. He would blow
his pipe and then announce: “Now BALLS Meyer report
to the quarterdeck.” He would emphasize the first part
and drag it out before completing his name. Now Ballsmeyer was not a small boy. He was probably over 200
pounds or close to it.
I made two trips to St. Thomas. While in St. Thomas
we alwas set up a beach club bar. The vehicle we had was
a Willys Jeep pickup. Ballsmeyer got drunk and fell
asleep on the beach. They had to send a work party to the
beach to bring him back to the ship. If you can imagine a
200 pound lobster laid out in the back of a pickup, you
have the picture. Ballsmeyer was just one of the many
characters I knew on the Orion.
Something that I have not seen mentioned was when
we went to Bermuda and loaded the Nautilus with its first
complement of torpedoes. We could see the island but
were not allowed ashore. Just think — Orion was in service longer than the Nautilus. — David Wilson, 1954-56
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Going Out of Bounds on Liberty
Upon my arrival aboard Orion in July of 1961, fresh
out of Electronics Technician “A” school in Great Lakes,
IL, as a newly minted Seaman E3-EF (Electronics Field),
I was assigned to a shipboard “orientation” detail for
about a month. Orientation consisted primarily of berthing compartment and head cleaning and maintenance details under the direction of a Master-at-Arms third class
petty officer. When I was finally assigned to the R-4 Division electronics repair shop, I reported to First Class Petty
Officers J.D. Smith and Donald Neinhaus, who in turn
reported to Division Officer LTJG H. L. Meeker.
The first significant job I was given was to prepare
procurement requisitions on IBM data cards using a typewriter for electronics repair parts, obtain appropriate approvals, and then finally deliver the requisitions to the
storekeepers in the Supply department below decks to
place the desired materials on order.
After approximately eight months as a requisition
clerk, I finally got my chance to do hands-on work on
electronic gear — so I thought. In reality, about 90 percent of my work consisted of replacing damaged, flooded
antenna and sonar transducer cables on the submarines of
SUBRON 6. Often those jobs occurred on weekends
when the subs were alongside Orion and their crews were
on liberty. The up-side of this often late-hour and weekend work was that I got to enjoy some of the best chow in
the navy aboard those boats.
Later I was given the task of installing new, World
War II-vintage, small radio transmitter/receivers in the
radio shacks of a number of the diesel-electric boats in the
squadron. I think these radios were originally designed to
be installed in jeeps for land combat use.
I recall a rumor that Orion was one of only three navy
ships that remained in port at Norfolk during the Cuban
Missile Crisis in 1962. Supposedly the other ships had
their engines torn down for repairs at that time. Orion
stayed in place simply because the boats under its care
could easily come to her when necessary. Liberty in Norfolk at that time was quite dull with not much activity at
the bars and beer joints off base. In fact, navy personnel
were restricted to within a fifty-mile radius of Norfolk
during that national emergency. That didn’t restrain five
of us from R-4 Division. After closing down a beer joint
at about 1:00 A.M. one Saturday night, we piled into one
of the guys’ 1959 Opel 4-passenger coupe and struck out
to my folks’ farm home about 150 miles west of Norfolk,
in the Southside Virginia area. We arrived there around
4:00 AM on Sunday. My folks were actually pretty good
sports about the whole thing. Mom fixed us a good breakfast around 8 A.M., and a couple of us helped my dad, a
dairy farmer, with the morning milking of his cows. We
hung out most of Sunday and headed back to Norfolk in
the evening as if everything was normal. We would have
been in deep trouble if we had run afoul of civilian law

enforcement or had been spotted by Shore Patrol while
out of bounds. We were in uniform; we had no civilian
clothes with us.
In the late summer of 1962, I believe it was, I observed
a fire and sinking of a dredge in one of the slips near Pier
22 where Orion was berthed, an incident almost identical
to the one described in the August, 2007 issue of Scuttlebutt, by Bob Pritchard, OM2, that occurred in 1960.
During my two years aboard Orion we sailed to Mayport, Florida, Hamilton, Bermuda, and New York City on
R and R cruises. Other times, Orion put to sea to maintain
the crew’s proficiency in ship handling or to ride out
some of the Atlantic coast’s infamous nor’easters and
tropical storms.
All in all, my experiences aboard Orion taught me a
lot about the world beyond rural Southside Virginia
where I grew up and did much to prepare me for my future responsibilities in the civilian working world.
—Harold Wright, 1961-63, ETN2, R-4

History of Submarine Dolphins
The origin of the U.S. Navy’s submarine service insignia dates back to 1923.
On June 13 of that year, Captain Ernest J. King, later
to be named a fleet admiral and Chief of Naval Operations during World War II, and at that time Commander
of Submarine Division Three, suggested to the Secretary
of the Navy via the Bureau of Navigation that a distinguishing device for qualified submariners be adopted.
He submitted a pen-and-ink sketch of his own, showing a shield mounted on the beam ends of a submarine,
with dolphins forward of, and abaft, the conning tower.
The suggestion was strongly endorsed by the Commander
of Submarine Divisions Atlantic.
During the next several months, the Bureau of Navigation solicited additional designs from several sources. The
designs varied from a submarine and shark motif, submarine and shield, and submarines and dolphins.
The Philadelphia firm of Bailey, Banks and Biddle,
which had done work for the Navy with Naval Academy
class rings, was approached with the request that it design
a suitable submarine badge; two designs were submitted
by the firm and these were combined into a single design.
It was the design in use today: bow view of a submarine,
proceeding on the surface, with bow planes rigged for
diving, flanked by dolphins in horizontal position, with
their heads resting on the supper edge of the bow lines.
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Reunion
Continued from Page 1

a guided tour of one of the most decorated battleships of
WWII. We will enjoy lunch in the Ward Room followed
by a memorial service on the fantail of the ship. The setting will provide a perfect place for us to reflect on those
who are no longer with us. In the afternoon we will visit
Poplar Grove Plantation and learn what life was like in
the late 1800’s on a Southern plantation. Our day will be
completed with an authentic Pig Pickin’ catered by a local
restaurant.
If you do not wish to take in the afternoon activities,
we have made arrangements for you to get back to the
hotel.
Thursday, September 26 — we will gather in the
Cape Fear Dining Room for a buffet breakfast featuring
your choice of numerous breakfast delicacies followed by
the business meeting. Later in the evening starting at 6:00
p.m. we will come together to celebrate the 25th reunion
of the Orion Veterans Historical Association with a dinner and dance. The Ginger Thompson Band will perform
music for all ages. It will be an exciting time to reminisce
and to make plans for the 2014 reunion. Drawings will be
held for the 50-50 raffle and for the “Early Bird” reservations.

The hospitality suite will be open on Sunday afternoon
for early arrivals and daily from 10 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Drinks and snacks will be available at all times as well as
comfortable seating.
Reminder: If you become ill or have another emergency and cannot attend after sending in your reservation,
your money will be refunded. So get your reservation in
right away; there is no risk of losing your money. Hotel
reservations can be cancelled by 11:00 a.m. on the scheduled day of arrival. Remember to bring mementoes of
your time aboard the Orion.

USS Orion Store
Some of the items available from
the USS Orion Store are: caps, tshirts, sweatshirts, coffee cups, travel mugs, license plate holders, various patches and pins.
For more information and prices
call: (319) 939-3668 or send mail to
Larry Snyder, 308 Oak St., Rowley,
IA 52329
e-mail: rowleyrunner@gmail.com

Larry Snyder
Storekeeper

